delivering success
since 2000

Founded in Tampa, Florida in
2000, Absolute IT Solutions
currently serves North America
and Europe with 3 global
locations.
Absolute Enterprise Solutions enables midmarket enterprises, Fortune 1000
companies, and government agencies to
drive business transformation and improve
operating performance by providing
custom application development
performed by expert developers who
understand your business

enterprise creative

mobile maketing

delivering
success
since 2000

Most firms try to differentiate themselves
through pricing, service quality, experience
or expertise, and/or reputation. In reality,
true differentiation among like sized firms
is difficult. Eyeing the rest of the business
world as a model, Absolute IT Solutions
realized that technical proficiency would
not be enough to deliver world class
service at a competitive price. Our
proficiency in a number of non-technical
areas is critical to our success. These
areas include project management,
software estimation, customer focused
design and delivery processes, and domain
expertise. In addition, Absolute IT
Solutions nurtures our client relationships
by remaining close to their business. By
doing so, so that we are able to relate and
respond in detail to business pressures
and pain.

about
absolute it
solutions

For more than 14 years Absolute IT
Solutions delivers across two continents
software solutions that makes the
companies more productive, secure and
manageable in a highly competitive global
economy. We worked with stock exchange
listed corporations, SME and startups
providing solutions ranging from UI/UX
design to mobile applications to large scale
ERP solutions.
The list of clients includes major US
companies, such as Quality Distribution
Inc (NASDAQ:QLTY), Windriver Inc (Intel
subsidiary NASDAQ: INTC), Bosch, DHL,
D-Telekom, major public organizations,
such as The New York City Housing
Authority, universities such as University of
South Florida, and other US government
military and civilian agencies.
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Services

Industries

17+

300+

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

FINISHED
PROJECTS

300K+

100+

HOURS OF
WORKING

CLIENTS
PLEASED

Top 5 Clients
USSCG

36,000 h

Aderant

19,000 h

Tract Manager

16,000 h

PREO

11,000 h

Windriver

9,000 h

That's
34 years
working
24/7/365.

Absolute Enterprise Solutions is a
department of Absolute IT Solutions
dedicated to corporate enterprise projects.
Founded in Tampa, Florida in 2000,
Absolute Enterprise Solutions currently
serves North America and Europe with 3
global locations. Absolute Enterprise
Solutions enables mid-market enterprises,
Fortune 1000 companies, and government
agencies to drive business transformation
and improve operating performance by
providing custom application development
performed by expert developers who
understand your business.
Absolute Mobile Solutions has been in the
business of mobile apps for over 14 years.
We started doing this when everyone
wanted a Palm Treo for Christmas and a
Blackberry was still something you made

jam out of. Nowadays we are
“responsabile” for over 100 mobile
projects. We are one of the leading mobile
design and development companies,
helping our clients all the way from a
vague idea that they thought to be doing
something to a leading position in their
market.
Absolute Mobile Solutions provides
custom solutions for handheld computers
and mobile cell phones to help
organizations reduce paper and waste,
manage critical information, improve
communications and productivity, and
speed transactions for all types of business
challenges
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Absolute Creative Solutions is a creative
studio that aims to bring both innovation
and satisfaction to customers worldwide.
We specialize in creating user-interactive
websites and web applications, jawdropping gorgeous graphics and eyecatching, mesmerizing 3D animations. As
our client you have access to our knowhow, creativity and most importantly, you
will have the results you seek.
We are absolutely and without a doubt the
coolest and most skilled creative agency.
We like to think outside the box and come
up with stellar creative concepts to take
your brand to the next level.
Absolute Marketing Solutions helps draw
consumers to companies with a full suite
of services, including search engine

optimization, content marketing, pay-perclick, digital PR, email blasts and social
media campaigns. We utilize a combination
of best practices, innovation, an
understanding of your audience and
ridiculously hard work to craft multichannel campaigns that help you cut
through the competitive clutter.
When it comes to digital marketing, many
organizations have difficulty determining
where and how to start. There are so many
digital technologies to consider and the list
is only continuing to grow. The real key to
generating a great return on investment
(ROI) from your digital marketing efforts is
to craft a digital strategy founded on your
business goals and a solid understanding
of your target audience.

As we enter the intangible
economy, in which a
company’s value is more and
more reliant on intangible
assets, such as collaboration;
knowledge, engagement, and
time; business will be more and
more reliant on IT.

absoluteenterprisesolutions.com

Application Outsourcing
Managing and maintaining both new and
legacy applications to help you capitalize
on business and technology opportunities.

Business Process Outsourcing
Managing your (non-core) business
processes, allowing you more freedom to
specialize, innovate and pursue excellence
in your market(s)

Customer Relationship Management
Creating long-term, profitable relationships
with your best customers with solutions
that address not only your customer-facing
functions such as sales and service, but
also your marketing and information
management.

Enterprise Application Integration
Creating a cost-effective integration
architecture and infrastructure to promote
interoperability among applications, and
agility for the accelerating change that
rules today's global marketplace.

Enterprise Solutions
Delivering global Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solutions, including
package evaluation and selection,
implementation, and upgrades to
performance-enhancing extensions like
supply chain, human resources, and
customer relationship management.

Knowledge Management
Knowledge Management and Collaboration
are driving business transformations today.
Let us help you leverage your experience
and deliver results for you and to your
clients.

Management Consulting
Combining strategic, technical, operational
and organizational expertise with proven,
disciplined approaches to build solutions
that get results.

Research Services
Providing access to a unique, global
network of innovative business thinkers,
whose mission is to nurture an
environment where business and IT
leaders can make more informed decisions
when it comes to IT strategy and
investments.

Absolute Mobile Solutions
understands the importance of
creating a solid mobile
foundation for your business to
move forward with. Customers
are embracing mobile and
expect information and
services to be available at any
time on any device. Businesses
need to make the mobile mind
shift: accepting this consumer
behavior that’s focusing on
speed and service through
technology.

absolutemobilesolutions.com

User Experience Design

Mobile App Development

Successful mobile design involves
knowing mobile user preferences and
understanding the expectations of your
customers. Absolute Mobile's expert
design team knows it's more than taking
your existing website and fitting it to a
smaller screen. We help you determine and
understand how your customers want to
interact with you on all platforms. Based
on those insights, our team develops
mobile interactions with all the features
and functions your customers want and
need.

From strategy to deployment, our end-toend team crafts custom applications that
are designed to have an impact. With over
14 years in the mobile app business, our
experienced mobile specialists collaborate
to shorten delivery schedules and provide
best-of-breed mobile solutions. When your
project needs completed with the highest
quality, then you need Absolute Mobile
Solutions.

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Discovery phase
Create personas
Determine user wants
Create a design that drives positive action

Mobile App Design
Analysts predict that by 2017, over 200
billion apps will be downloaded annually.
Yet 1 in 4 apps will be abandoned after first
use. Why? You often have only one chance
to impress potential users. The quality of
your mobile design is a key factor in
determining whether you have an app that
people love to use or just have an app.
That is where we come in.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Discovery phase
Build screen layouts/mock-ups
Determine functionality paths
Build wireframes

Ÿ Tasking
Ÿ Timeline
Ÿ Test phase

Absolute Creative Solutions is a
creative studio that aims to
bring both innovation and
satisfaction to customers
worldwide. We specialize in
creating user-interactive
websites and web applications,
jaw-dropping gorgeous
graphics and eye-catching,
mesmerizing 3D animations.

absolutecreativesolutions.net

Responsive Web Design

Awesome Print Design

Establishing a web presence and effectively
marketing your website, once it is online,
can take hours or even days of researching
different services such as; website
designers, developers, website hosting,
online marketing, SEO experts, logo
designers, link builders, article writers and
so on. We offer all these web design
services and more, so there is no need to
use several web design companies.

In today's increasingly competitive market,
you only have moments to engage your
customers. Our design team create visual
communication through custom design
solutions which maximize your window of
opportunity and get your company and
your products noticed..

We can build any type or size website you
require, from small custom designed
websites or highly advanced online stores.
We also offer lots of help and advice along
the way, so don't worry if you are not a
web guru, we have you covered. Each of
our websites can be developed with a very
easy to use content management system,
also known as a CMS, and we provide free
basic training on how to use your website.
Amazing Graphic Design
Designers develop images to represent the
ideas their clients want to communicate.
Images can be incredibly powerful and
compelling tools of communication,
conveying not only information but also
moods and emotions. People respond to
images instinctively based on their
personalities, associations, and previous
experience. For example, you know that a
chili pepper is hot, and this knowledge in
combination with the image creates a
visual pun.

Unforgettable 3D Animations
From concept to reality, our Absolute
Creative Solutions team specializes in
custom 3D animation services. As a 3D
animation company, we can provide
everything from a single 3D model to a
feature-length production. Want an
animated video introducing your business?
A television commercial? A creative film?
With several years of industry experience,
our Award winning 3D experts can create a
3D animation that will take your breath
away.

Our work with you begins with
a meeting. An opportunity to
learn more about your
company, your customers, their
needs and the competitive
atmosphere that surrounds
you. We conduct extensive
research prior to your
campaign launch, including
competitive and customer
analysis. When necessary, we
build personas in order to
better understand how your
digital marketing campaign can
best resonate with the needs of
your consumers.

absolutemobilesolutions.com

SEO
How are you going to draw customers to
your website? Having a beautifully
designed and optimized website is
excellent, but if the right people can’t find
it, your efforts will be ineffective. Our SEO
team does an extensive keyword analysis
to determine what words and phrases
people use when looking for your products
or services. We then adjust both with your
site’s infrastructure and your content to
ensure that they are positioned
appropriately.
Content Marketing
It is crucial for companies to communicate
effectively with their audiences. Whether
through their websites, blogs, video or
social media, our digital marketing team
helps clients build communities around
their products and pique the interests of
consumers. It’s about providing something
valuable to your audience and we work
diligently with you to deliver innovative
ways to do just that. To learn more about
our content marketing services, click here.
Email Marketing
“Out of sight, out of mind,” this idiom is
never truer than when applied to business.
Without consistently being in front of your
audience, you are likely to be forgotten.
Email connects you to people; email
marketing software helps you understand
your audience’s response, so you can plan
your next marketing move. We help our
clients build their audience base and then

our email marketing services helps
strengthen their connection with their
customers. To learn more about our email
marketing services, click here.
Social Media Marketing
Consumers are having conversations on a
daily basis about your industry. The best
way to ensure that your company is at the
center of that conversation is through a
strategic approach to social media that not
only projects your key messages, but
provides something of value to consumers.
Helpful knowledge, an insider view of your
industry, a daily “pick me up”, these items
connect people to brands and our team can
create a strategy that accomplishes that
objective.
Public Relations
With the emergence of social media and
non-traditional media outlets, it has
become important to establish a public
relations strategy that connects with
influencers and promotes conversations
about your products and services. We
create PR campaigns that establish our
clients as “thought leaders” and builds
relationships with important industry
influencers.

The Absolute IT Solutions team is a
collective of top level programmers, web
developers, graphic artists, content
creators, editors, marketers and video
production specialists. Together, we forge
compelling content and deliver it to our
clients’ audiences using the latest in digital
technology.
Though growing rapidly, Absolute IT
Solutions still maintains a small company
feel. We never forget that in our business,
our staff truly is our major asset. We
recruit the right staff, provide for
professional development, and create
working conditions under which our
employees can succeed. At our European
headquarters in Galati, Romania, almost
everyone relaxes after work in our
recreation center.
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Activities include ping-pong tables,
foosball, video games, karting, icecream
breaks and movies. Topics range from the
trivial to the technical, and whether the
discussion is about computer games or
encryption or the latest Web 2.0 software,
it's not surprising to hear someone say, "I
have been working on something similar."
Google's emphasis on innovation and
commitment to cost containment means
each employee is a hands-on contributor.
There's little in the way of corporate
hierarchy and everyone wears several hats.
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A person may be leading a database design
team one week and doing magic tricks at a
trade show in Germany the next. The
President of European Operations is a
licensed stock broker and served as a
correspondent for the Associated Press
during the Serbian Bosnian war. Because
everyone realizes they are an equally
important part of Absolute IT Solutions'
success, no one hesitates to blast one of
the presidents in a game of Quake, Mortal
Kombat or paintball.

Absolute IT Solution's hiring policy is
aggressively non-discriminatory and favors
ability over experience.The result is a staff
that reflects the global clients that we
serve. Several languages are spoken by
Absolute IT Solutions staffers, including

French, Italian, Russian, and German. We
even have a coleague learnig Arabic. When
not at work, our staff members pursue
interests from Aikido to Gymnastics, from
Street Racing (only when legal, of course)
to Mountain Climbing, from Airsoft and
Range Shooting to Folk Dancing.
As we expand our development team, we
continue to look for those who share an
obsessive commitment to creating
software perfection and having a great time
doing it.

North America
Absolute IT Solutions, LLC
4017 W Dr. Martin Luther King Jr Blvd, Tampa, FL 33614, US
Phone: +1 813 908 6862 or toll free: +1 888 908 6862
email: us-office@absoluteitsolutions.com

Europe
Absolute IT Solutions, SRL
Research & Development Center - 23 Port Str, Suite 303-309
IT Park - Galati 800025, Romania
Phone: +4 0746 118 777 or +4 0746 682 379
email: ro-office@absoluteitsolutions.com

www.absoluteitsolutions.com
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